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a wild adventure to
inspire life

.This really is a wild adventure to inspire life.

The next few pages hopefully give you a little more info about what the
adventure entails and what we'll be getting up to in our 10 days together
in the 'UK's last remaining wilderness'. 

Location: The Knoydart Peninsula, West Highlands of Scotland

Here's what last year's team thought of the experience...

"Last night, around a fire we reviewed our time in Scotland and each
student gave me a one word summary. I thought you’d be interested in
their choices.....Growth. Adventure. Explore. Inspiration. Comfortable.
Unison - mountain passes forced us to step in each step and sway with
each sway. Overcoming. Life-changing. New. Discovery. Other. Kind.
Strengthen - bonds, muscles, minds. Camaraderie. Beginning.
Unforgettable"



ABOUT THE
ADVENTURE...



Beginning with an overnight train from London – Fort
William (via Edinburgh), we’ll then be based in the stunning
and remote Knoydart Peninsula, Scotland. Also known as
'The UK’s last remaining wilderness'. 
Duration: 10 days (9 nights) 

This is a wild adventure of exploration and self-sufficiency. After reaching our
basecamp at Inverie - Long Beach campsite (which can only be reached by a
small ferry from the mainland), we'll give ourselves time to land and explore the
surrounding wilderness, before heading out into the wild valleys and enjoying
some wild camping. Our last night will be a celebration at our basecamp - Long
Beach, before journeying home full of tales from the wild. 

YOUR LEADERS:
Led by our co-founder Josh who has been facilitating wild adventures with
young people in the UK and overseas for more than 10yrs and another magical
Living Project leader, this is a journey of connection, with self, with our team
mates, and with the natural world. Tailored to the team, the adventure will
involve some physical challenge, and will provide an opportunity for a powerful
personal journey. Our Leaders will be with you every step of the way.
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DAY 1:
Overnight Train to Fort William – From London Euston to Fort William overnight,
the adventure begins!

DAY 2:
Onward Travel to Inverie on the Knoydart Peninsula (local transport, ferry, foot)).
Preparation for living wild/ landing exercise / group cooking/ camping at Long
Beach Inverie.

DAY 3:
Breathwork & mindfulness / movement (yoga-ish)! / wild swimming/ settling in
and exploration/ journaling/ camping at Long Beach Inverie.

DAY 4:
Breathwork + mindfulness / movement (yoga-ish)! / wild swimming /trekking /
wildlife walk/ foraging/camping at Long Beach Inverie.

DAY 5:
Breathwork & mindfulness / movement (yoga-ish)! / wild swimming/ break camp
/ trekking into a beautiful hidden and wild valley/ journaling / wild camping by a
beautiful river/ sunset & star gazing.

DAY 6: 
Breathwork + mindfulness / movement (yoga-ish)! /wild swimming /trekking /
journaling/ camping at Long Beach Inverie.

DAY 7: 
Breathwork & mindfulness / wild swimming/ break camp /
trekking along the coast / journaling / wild camping by the ocean/ sunset & star
gazing.
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Example itinerary
continued...

DAY 8: 
Breathwork + mindfulness / movement (yoga-ish)! / wild swimming /trekking /
wildlife walk/ final celebration meal/ camping at Long Beach Inverie.

DAY 9:
Breathwork + mindfulness / wild swimming/ explore Inverie and its history/
depart Knoydart by ferry and head for Fort William for the overnight train back to
London Euston.

Day 10:
Arrive back to London and return home (inspired and ready for a hot shower)!

NB: Exact Itinerary once on Knoydart can be subject to change based on
weather, team needs, and safety. 





pn 

2 qualified + experienced leaders 
The Living Project comprehensive
insurance 
All group camping kit & emergency
kit/ support
1 Free school leader place (extra
teachers charged at full per person
price) 
Overnight train from London Euston
to Fort William + return
All Local transport 
All food, snacks & drinks (healthy &
wholesome, communally cooked) 
All local camping fees
Personal journals + pencils

INCLUSIONS

EXCLUSIONS

Transport to and from London
Euston (to and from home) 
Personal kit, sleeping bags &
mats (a kit list will be provided)
Additional snacks + food during
travel to and from Fort William
Personal medications
Personal spending money

£995 per person
30% deposit (pp) payable on booking



The Living Project
www.thelivingproject.life
hello@thelivingproject.life be true.

live wild

THE ADVENTURE STARTS HERE.


